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OUR VISION FOR THE FUTURE
The European University for Smart Urban Coastal
Sustainability, EU-CONEXUS, has chosen to focus
on urban and semi-urban coastlines because these
areas are increasingly densely populated and very important for trade, aquaculture and fisheries, energy,
tourism and more. At the same time these coastlines
are most vulnerable to the consequences of climate
change. These characteristics ask for an integrated
management, risk assessment and planning by working across sectors and disciplines. Consequently, a new
approach is needed with regard to the organisation
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of studies and research that reflects the complexity
of the problems and opportunities facing urban coastal environments.
EU-CONEXUS will cover smart urban sustainable
coastal development from a holistic point of view
by using inter- and cross-disciplinary approaches
in education and research and will actively contribute to economic development and regional
policy-making.

EU-CONEXUS aims to create a new form of transnational
university which issues common European degrees and diplomas. Embedded mobility in every study programme
will enhance the language skills and intercultural competences of the students as well as reinforce their sense
of European identity and citizenship. The multilingual
teaching and research programme will rely on state-ofthe-art digital technologies and innovative teaching
and learning methodologies, allowing for the genuine
integration of partner universities’ activities on various

levels. The establishment of joint strategies for innovative
research and jointly operating facilities will create yet unseen opportunities for technologies benchmarking, R&D and
training/dissemination.
EU-CONEXUS will be at the centre of a transnational system for creating innovative solutions and products for urban coastal sustainability. It will accompany start-ups
and promote industrial cooperation between industries
close to the partner institutions such as the port industry.

PUTTING OUR VISION INTO PRACTICE

KEY DELIVERABLES / ACTIVITIES
Joint Master’s Programme in ‘Smart urban
coastal sustainability’

University-Industry collaboration network
Roadmap for Better Administration
of Transnational Universities

Accredited joint research laboratories
Virtual library for educational resources

HOW OUR ALLIANCE WILL TRANSFORM OUR UNIVERSITIES
C
 areer development programmes will include
mobility actions for staff.

The governance, cooperation and communication
structure will include students, teaching and
administrative staff on equal grounds and
involve external stakeholders on a regular basis.
In the long term, EU-CONEXUS may develop its
own legal personality.

The implementation of an intra-EU-CONEXUS
Student Card, a proof of concept for the
implementation of a European Student Card,
will facilitate student mobility.

I nnovative pedagogical teaching methods
and education will follow a challenge and learning
outcomes-based approach and take into account
the individual accomplishments and needs of its
students by allowing for flexibility and variability
in a degree curriculum.
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www.eu-conexus.eu

#EuropeanUniversities
https://ec.europa.eu/education/education-in-the-eu/
european-education-area/european-universities-initiative_en
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